MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS
Lola Pickett is a bridge between realities: neurobiology &
behavioral sleuth meets soulful ceremonialist. She’s the
visionary behind the Empath to Power podcast, co-creator
of the Wild Messengers Alchemical Tarot, and founder of
EMPATH*ology™—an 8-week resilience training for
highly sensitive empaths who are ready to claim their soul
purpose.
Her waitlisted VIP coaching often includes
edge-expanding journeys, soul styling, herbal support, and
sacred ceremony. When not facilitating transformational
work, you’ll find Lola on a hike, crafting herbal medicines,
and loving up on her husband & kids.

love@lolapickett.com
www.lolapickett.com

NERVOUS SYSTEM RESILIENCE
Without a resilient nervous system, it’s impossible
to live your purpose. An empowering and powerful
topic—especially for audiences that include
conscious parents, entrepreneurs, and leaders—Lola
explains clearly and simply what resilience is, why
it’s the missing link in most people’s personal
development, and how to develop it for oneself.

SUCCESS AS A HIGHLY
SENSITIVE PERSON
Wouldn’t you agree that our world would benefit
from more sensitive leaders? But, many highly
sensitive people have a fear of being seen and
being powerful or successful, which holds them
back from being the leaders we crave. Lola shares
ways to stop fearing success as an empath and
embrace the gifts of sensitivity.

HOW TO KNOW IF
YOU’RE AN EMPATH
Going beyond the typical google search results, this
conversation highlights some of the lesser known
“side effects” of being an empath; including
perfectionism, procrastination, and people-pleasing.
Lola’s coined the phrase Empath Stress Disorder to
offer context and tools for these and other common
challenges that sensitive folx face.

"Thank you so much for joining me on the
show... It was fantastic! One of the best
shows I've ever had. So heartfelt, open,
honest, and powerful. I've been affected by it
the whole weekend.
Feeling grateful, uplifted, and a lightness in
my heart! And I'm confident that all those
who tuned in or will watch or listen to it later
will feel the same. It was an honor to have
you on.”
- Charlie Pacello, KUHS Denver

